COMMUNICATIONS

With CIEE, you’ll become a future communicator on one of 60+ programs. You’ll interact with local artists and professionals, and gain hands-on experience publishing articles, recording podcasts, creating visual diaries, or producing video documentaries.

EXPLORE MORE!

- Learn about global communication trends in Prague.
- Examine contemporary media culture in Seville.
- Experience the entrepreneurial spirit of Tokyo, Japan while interning within this globally competitive corporate climate.
- Immerse yourself in Amsterdam and gain intercultural understanding.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

With CIEE, choose from dozens of programs and learn what’s driving change in governments on a global scale from those who’ve lived it.

Check out dozens of amazing journeys!

PLAN THE JOURNEY THAT’S PERFECT FOR YOU!

- Explore **US-Russia** relations with the Kremlin in your backyard.
- Develop a deep understanding of peace and conflict in the **Middle East**.
- Gain real-world work experience interning with the **Australian** Parliament.
- Live like a local immersed in the **Czech Republic**'s vibrant culture while studying political history, economics, art, and other exciting subjects.
BUSINESS

With CIEE, you'll take on international business firsthand at some of the world's leading accredited business schools in China, England, Spain, and nearly 100 more opportunities.

WISH YOU WERE HERE!

- Learn about Chinese business with company visits in Shanghai.
- Explore Amsterdam’s global culinary capital and business innovation hub.
- Improve your Spanish language and cultural knowledge while studying international business in Spain.
- Perfect your French and study business, economics, art, history, and global affairs, all in the picturesque southern region of France.

Meet the kind of mentors who really care.

You don’t travel to see; you travel to understand.

Check out 100+ business programs!
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
You'll express yourself in one of a dozen languages: French, Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin, Portuguese, Japanese, Russian, linguistics, and more.

LANGUAGE & CULTURE TO LAST A LIFETIME
- Expand on your Mandarin language skills in Shanghai while you explore traditions in the world's most populated city.
- Perfect your Spanish while immersed in all the beauty that is Buenos Aires this summer.
- Learn to speak like a Parisian as you move through art, culture, and university life in the City of Light.
- Live in the heart of Amman’s traditional Eastern district in Jordan as you advance your Arabic.

Check out 100+ language programs!
VEEL GELUK

HEALTH & MEDICAL STUDIES

With CIEE, you’ll experience global health systems firsthand in Argentina, Botswana, the Dominican Republic, South Africa, or a dozen other countries. Visit public health clinics, NGOs, and hospitals while you make an impact volunteering with local health organizations.

Learn from those who are living it.

MAKE YOUR IMPACT

- Get to really understand Latin America’s health challenges while studying abroad in Buenos Aires.
- Shadow healthcare workers at one of Africa's vital healthcare systems in Botswana.
- Explore and compare two of the world’s leading healthcare systems - in London and Amsterdam - and the issues they tackle.
- Take in the culture and take on issues surrounding reproductive health in the extraordinary West African city of Legon.

Check out 40+ health-focused programs!
HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Don’t just visit a community – live among its residents. From Amsterdam to Seoul, Cape Town to Amman, this is humanities and social sciences beyond any textbook. Choose from more than 150 programs across the globe.

Check out 150+ amazing programs across the globe!

THE WORLD IS YOUR CLASSROOM:

- Learn about the many contributions of Chinese society over its 5,000-year history.
- Study psychology in one of the intellectual capitals of Europe while enjoying the beauty and culture of Prague.
- Immerse yourself in London, an international hub of the arts.
- Explore both the cosmopolitan modern day and the age-old past within Amman, Jordan.
STEM FIELDS

With CIEE, you’ll explore natural sciences hands-on at world-class research stations and international companies. Choose from more than 100 amazing STEM programs in 45 cities around the world.

Check out dozens of STEM programs!

THE HANDS ON EXPERIENCE YOU NEED:

- Explore tropical ecology in Monteverde’s Cloud Forest Reserve.
- Take on mechanical engineering at a start-up in Berlin.
- Bring your experience to tackling sustainability in Santiago, Chile.
- Stay on track for graduation while you gain hands-on experience in your field and complete your credit requirements.
EDUCATION

Taking your education studies abroad can become a reality in more than 60 destinations. Discover how countries across the globe educate their citizens. Get beyond the textbook and get into the classroom!

YOUR JOURNEY, YOUR STUDENTS:

- Experience the beauty and wonder of Dublin while working with Irish students on literacy support initiatives and learning alongside Ireland’s future teachers.
- Live your dream of gaining teaching experience in Australia, one of the world’s leaders in education, where there’s significant demand for teachers in Sydney’s local schools and universities.
- Deepen your understanding of Spanish culture by completing an internship at a public or private school in Seville and taking education courses alongside local Spanish students.
- Immerse yourself in Argentine culture, where you’ll live with a local host family and practice your Spanish language skills daily.
VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS

Transform into characters on stages and sites across the globe. Whether it's tango in Argentina, fashion and retail in Milan, manga in Japan, architecture in Paris, or theatre in London, see for yourself the many creative ways cultures express their identity.

THE WORLD IS YOUR STAGE:

Explore the rich filmmaking tradition in Prague that includes Miloš Forman.

Learn composition from the musical experts at the world-famous IRCAM at the Centre Pompidou, Paris, before you top it off with a musical festival and excursion to Brittany.

Surround yourself with London's must-see art, music, theater, and fashion, while you focus your studies in one of 18 academic departments at Goldsmiths, University of London.
LAW & LEGAL STUDIES

Whether it’s coursework on international law, business mergers and acquisitions, labor and social welfare law, legal ethics, or international law, you’ll return home from your journey better prepared and excited for your career in law.

The journey you want. The credits you need.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CLASSROOM:

- Complete an internship in Sydney’s international hub for innovation
- Get to know the unique legal environment in Barcelona.
- Choose from direct-enroll courses at some of the world’s most prestigious universities, take CIEE courses and travel to multiple cities in one of our Open Campus Block locations, and more.

Check out dozens of programs!